Interpreting Political Cartoons 4 Answers
interpreting political cartoons contents - interpreting political cartoons – cartoon 2 caption: the trust
giant’s point of view cartoon courtesy of ohio university department of history: cartoon collection (original: the
verdict, january 22, 1900) 1. what is your interpretation of this political cartoon? 2. who is the person in the
cartoon? 3. interpreting political cartoons lesson and materials - political cartoons and analysis
questions included with lesson plan. activities (what will you and your students do during the lesson to
promote learning?) 1. students will receive a political cartoon and with the assistance of their textbook or
notes they will answer several questions that break down the cartoon in regards to the cartoon’s interpreting
political cartoons - vietnam era lesson and ... - lesson title – interpreting political cartoons – vietnam era
grade - 11 (ap – level 1 – level 2 – level 3) length of class period – 48 minutes inquiry – (what essential question
are students answering, what problem are they solving, or what decision are they making?) interpreting
political cartoons - twinsburg - interpreting political cartoons modern american political cartoons have
been around since the nineteenth century. the increase in newspaper and magazine circulation in the 1800's
provided a rich environment for the rise and use of political cartoons. thomas nast and joseph keppler penned
many popular cartoons advocating social reform. interpreting political cartoons to understand
progressivism - interpreting political cartoons to understand progressivism ncss thematic strand ... analyze a
political cartoon and understand it in terms of beliefs held by those living in the past and connect these ideas
to similar ideas proposed today. materials: worksheet with political cartoons. overhead projection of same
political cartoon ... causes of the american revolution: interpreting political ... - interpreting political
cartoons document based questions document 1: albany congress, 1754 1. what does each segment of the
snake represent? 2. what does the order of the segments illustrate? 3. what does the entire snake represent?
4. what does the caption mean? 5. what statement best describes the message of the political cartoon? a.
interpreting political cartoons 6 - white plains public ... - interpreting political cartoons 7 congress at
work in the u.s. an election winner is frequently the incumbent in that office, which means that the candidate
held that position during the previous term. voting an incumbent from office can prove to be difficult, as the
politician has usually amassed great support from his/her interpreting political cartoons activity 14
reconstruction ... - interpreting political cartoons activity 14 reconstruction and carpetbaggers th began to
rebuild after the il war, opposition arose among white southerners to the reconstruction governments by the
north- the actions of on the former confederacv the. ku klux klan created additionål pressure on the federal
gov- ernment to end the violence. lesson 5 analyzing political cartoons - lincoln log cabin - lesson 5:
analyzing political cartoons create a political cartoon: tips for students • experiment with your figures.
exaggerate, enlarge or stretch an image or part of the image to draw attention to it. • let your lines do the
talking. straight, severe lines can express anger while squiggly lines can be playful and analyze a cartoon national archives - materials created by the ational archives and records administration are in the public
domain. analyze a cartoon meet the cartoon. quickly scan the cartoon. political cartoons and public
debates - teacher's guide - political cartoons and public debates. for over two hundred years, whenever a
debate has broken out in the united states, political cartoons . have been there to take part in the
argument—and sometimes to push it to its limits. historical background. since benjamin franklin began
publishing political cartoons in the eighteenth century, political unit 1 resources - glencoe - interpreting
political cartoons activities these activities give students the opportunity to review different periods of history
by learning how to interpret political cartoons. each activity provides a political cartoon, background information about it, and critical thinking questions to help students interpret the cartoon’s message. unit 3
resources - mentorhigh - interpreting political cartoons activities these activities give students the
opportunity to review different periods of history by learning how to interpret political cartoons. each activity
provides a political cartoon, background infor-mation about it, and critical thinking questions to help students
interpret the cartoon’s message. a nation of immigrants - mhschool - interpreting political cartoons activity
17: a nation of immigrants 1. the person at left is uncle sam. we know this from his hat, white goatee, and
striped pants. the people on the right are immigrants. 2. wealthy americans are greeting the immigrant by
telling him not to enter. 3. the shadows represent the poor immigrants that the wealthy people
boe.faye.k12.wv - interpreting political cartoons activity 34 third parties beginning with the federalists and
antifederalists, and solidified by the democrats and republicans, america has always had a two-party system.
nonetheless, american history is full of attempts to organize and maintain other parties, such as the
progressive party, which nominated
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